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Report 
 
Introduction: 
 
The incident occurred on Monday, August 5, 2002 at about 11:30 AM in Greensboro, NC when 
a tilt-up concrete wall, weighing approximately 40,000 pounds, suddenly fell over three workers 
eating their lunch in the shade of the wall on a hot day. Approximately two hours earlier, the 
tilt-up wall sub-contractor, at the direction of the tilt-up wall contractor, had removed the pipe 
braces of the tilt-up wall, based on the report from the Testing Agency that the welds between 
the roof joists and the embed steel plates of the wall have been completed. As the welds were 
reportedly completed, the tilt-up contractor determined the braces to be redundant and hence 
removed them, though the bottom of the wall was not structurally supported (figure 3). There 
were shims placed under the wall at each end of the panel. As will be discussed later in this 
report, the Testing Agency’s report was flawed because, in fact, the welds were not properly 
done and were ineffective in providing any lateral support to the wall at the top. There were no 
lateral supports of the wall at the bottom except for the friction between the concrete and the 
shims. At the bottom, the wall was neither tied to the slab on grade nor grouted over the 
foundation wall. 
 
The failed wall was part of the perimeter of the building for Home Depot Store (figures 1, & 2), 
under construction at 2912 South Elm-Eugene Street, Greensboro, NC. The structure is 
comprised of steel framing with steel columns, steel joist girders and joists. The joists of the 
exterior bays were supported over the tilt-up wall panels. The panel in question was 6 ‘/2” thick, 
approximately 23 feet high and 20 feet wide. It was supported over the foundation wall over 
shims at each end. The adjoining panels on either side of the failed panel were of similar 
construction and were also supported on shims. Later, the space between the tilt-up wall and the 
foundation wall was to be grouted with high strength grout; and the tilt-up wall panel was to be 
connected to the slab on grade by a closure strip i.e. comprising of the last 4’ of the slab on 
grade (figure 3). At the top of the wall, there were three steel plates embedded in the wall to 
support the steel joists. The embedded steel plates were 6 ½” x 12” x ¼”. 
 
Field observation and measurements: 
 
Wall: 
 
The wall fell on the west side. It was saw cut in two pieces of 18’-l” and 4’-11” during the 
rescue phase. The wall measured 19’-7 5/8” in width and 23’ in height. The thickness was 
measured to be 6 ½”. See attached field measurements and shop drawing of the panel (figures 3, 
4, & 5). No discrepancy was noted in the fabrication of the panel. The embed plates were 
measured to be  6 ½” x 12” x ¼”, as called out on the contract drawings. 
 
Embedded plates: 
 
The three embed plates (figure 4, section E) were examined to determine whether or not any 
welding was done. The north embed plate shows a ½” long tack weld on the north side and a      
1 ½” long weld in the north-south direction. Please note that the welds were to be made in the 
east-west direction along the seat of the joist. The middle embed plate did not exhibit any weld. 



The south embed plate showed a weld in the east-west direction but only on one side, i.e., on the 
south side. This weld did not indicate any failure. In addition, there was a deposit of weld at a 
corner of the plate, which was away from the bearing of the joist (figure 4, section E). 
 
The three corresponding joist bearings were then examined. The joist bearing on the north end 
of the wall did not exhibit any significant remnant of the weld. It is therefore concluded that the 
tack weld seen on the north embed plate had no structural significance. The middle joist bearing 
angles were void of any welds. This observation corresponded with the findings of the middle 
embed plate. The south joist indicated that the north end of the bearing angles was welded. The 
south end of the bearing was observed to be clean. It is interesting to note that the south embed 
plate indicated welds on the south side where as the joist bearing angles showed welds on the 
north side. It is believed that the welder had at one time welded the joist at a location 
corresponding to the welds on the embed plate but later “burned” them. It appears that the joist 
bearing was later moved a few inches, and the welding at the new location was not completed. 
 
Interestingly, it was reported that immediately after the failure, the welders were noticed 
welding the joists on the panels on either side of the failed panel, while rescue was still going 
on. It is strongly suspected that the adjoining panels were also not welded. 
 
 
Shims: 
 
The number of shims placed under the failed wall could not be ascertained as they were 
scattered around. However, the shims placed under the panel north to the failed panel indicated 
that there were only three shims placed under the wall. Two were placed on the north end and 
only one was placed on the south end. 
 
Grout: 
 
The structural drawings called for 1” grout between the underside of the tilt-up wall and the top 
of the foundation wall (figure 2, section B). However, field observation indicated that the space 
for the grout varied from 2” to 4”. This indicates that the construction of the concrete foundation 
wall was not done as per the standard practice in accordance with the contract drawings. In 
addition, the contractor did not grout the space beneath the panel soon after the erection of panel 
wall as recommended by the Tilt-Up Design and Construction Manual of Tilt-up Concrete 
Association (attachment C, page 2). 
 
Stability of the wall: 
 
The wall derives its stability from the roof and floor diaphragm, after the construction is 
completed. Until such time, temporary braces are provided to prevent collapse and failure. In 
this case, the tilt-up wall contractor was provided with the information (attachment A) from the 
Testing Agency that led him to believe that the top permanent connections have been made. The 
bottom connection was, however, not completed as the contractor had yet to finish casting the 
last strip of the slab on grade, which was to tie the wall to the horizontal diaphragm. Besides, the 
grout underneath the wall was not placed. The only support available to the wall at the bottom 
was the shims without any positive connection either to the wall or to the foundation wall. The 



friction between the shims and the concrete wall cannot be relied upon to provide stability to the 
wall, as there were no positive connection between the shims and the wall, and shims were 
subject to movements. Field observations of the two impressions left on the underside of the 
failed tilt-up wall panel indicated that shims were not placed directly under the wall but under 
the cantilevered heel of the panel. Therefore, when the temporary braces were removed, the 
shims did not provide even a minimal degree of stability to the wall, and failure occurred soon 
thereafter. 
 
The contract specification on erection, LA-l2l-5619-00, Part 3, Section 3.06, Paragraph G, Note 
S (attachment D) states “provide adequate bracing until all structural steel, purlins, beams, 
joist and deck is placed, backfill placed and floor slab leave out placed.” 
 
North Carolina OSH standard 1926.704 (a) states “Precast concrete wall units, structural 
framing, and tilt-up wall panels shall be adequately supported to prevent overturning and to 
prevent collapse until permanent connections are completed.” 
 
American National Standard, ANSI AlO.9-83, Section 9.4 states “Precast concrete wall units, 
structural framing, or tilt-up wall panels shall be braced until permanent connections are 
completed.” 
 
The Tilt-Up Design and Construction Manual of Tilt-up Concrete Association (attachment C, 
page 4) states that the temporary braces should be removed after the roof structure and floors 
have been connected to the wall so that the permanent lateral bracing system is operational. 
 
The General Notes of contract drawing Sl.0 on Tilt-Up panels, note 10 (attachment B) states 
“…The contractor is solely responsible for providing all necessary bracing as required for 
construction loads, for stability, and for resistance to wind and seismic forces until the entire 
structure is complete. …” 
 
 
Conclusion: 
 

1. The failure occurred because the contractor prematurely removed the temporary braces 
of the tilt-up wall panel before permanent connections at the top and bottom of the panel 
were made. This was a violation of the contract specification, North Carolina OSH 
Standard, ANSI Standard, and tilt-up wall industry standards. 

 
The stability of the wall is derived from the connection between the wall and the roof 
joists, and between the wall and slab on grade or foundation wall. The temporary 
bracing must only be removed after all permanent connections are completed i.e. grout 
placed under the panel, closure strip of the slab on grade cast, and the connections at the 
top of wall completed. 



 
2. The Testing Agency erred in providing a report that the welded connections between the 

wall and the joists have been completed. This is not supported by the facts discovered 
after the failure. 

 
3. The tilt-up contractor did not construct the foundation wall as per the construction 

documents. Instead of 1”, the space of the grout was observed to be to 2 to 4”. Further, 
the location of the shims under the wall did not follow any uniform pattern. In addition, 
the contractor did not grout the space beneath the panel soon after the erection of panel 
wall as recommended by the Tilt-Up Design and Construction Manual of Tilt-up 
Concrete Association. 
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I ATTACHMENT A 
PAGE 1 OF 2 

Client: home depot Project: Home depot / south elmn eugene st. L, Greensboro, North Carolina 

b Date: August 3,2002 PSW 

Remarks: on August 3,2002 PSI inspector Dennis Campbell reported to the above 
referenced project as requested. This visit was for visual inspection of structural 
steel. Listed be low are the results of this visit. 

Area of inspection: Lines 1to 12, A to H 
Ground floor: 
Anchor bolts- meets requirements, for snug tight. (Note) base plates have not been 
grouted at this time 

Roof framing: 

Joist-to-Joist ~ i rde r -  meets requirements 


1 

.. -
Lar, screws- installed as required 4 

1 

Brid~inp-tie inns to wall - in process not ready for inspection 

Intermittent ioist bottom cord to stabilizer plates- not installed at this time 

Joist girder bottom cord brace - complete meet requirements 

Garden center: 
Beams to embed- welding in process 

Joist to beams- welding complete. 

Bridging- horizontal bridging installed as required. X bridging have not been tightened at 
this time. 

Diagonal angIe not installed at this time 


Inspectors: Dennis Calnpbell CWI#89040101 
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b 

Client: home depot 	 &-oject: Home depot / south elmn evgene st. 

Greensboro, North Carolina 
L 

3 

and Dennis Campbell 
visit was for visual 

# inspection of structural steel. Listed be low are the results of this visit. 

Area of inspection: Lines 1to 12. A to H 

Grbund floor: 

Anchor bolts- meets requirements 


3 	 Roof deck- several welds did not meet the requirements lines 7 to 1, A to H these were 
marked with red paint. 

Lap screws- in process lines 7 to 1, A to H. A sinall area in the 7 to 8 area these were 
marked with a red "S" 

B 
u 8 

Bridging- tie inns to wall - in process not ready for inspection 

Intermittent ioist bottom cord to stabilizer dates- not installed at this time 

Joist ~ i r d e r  bottom cord brace - in process not ready for inspection 

Garden center- erection in process 
C-


Inspectors: Tim Riesel 

Dennis Campbell CWI#89040101 




ATTACHMENT B 
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TILT-UP PANFLS: 
1. 	 CONCRETE FOR TILT-UP PANELS S H U  H A M  A 28 DAY COMPRrmVE 

STRENGTH OF 4000 P.S.I. AN0 A DENSITY OF 145 P.C.F. 

2. 	 REINFORCING SHAU. CONFORM TO ASTM A615. GRADE 60,UNLESS 
NOTED OTHERWISE. 

3. 	 MINIMUM CONCRETE COVER FOR RElNFORClNG STEEL FOR TILT-UP PANELS 
SHALL BE 3/4 INCH U.N.O. 

4. 	 FABRICATOR W TILT-UP PANELS S H U  BE RESPONSIBE FOR THE DESIGN OF 
ALL UFnNG HARDWARE AND FOR THE DEgGN OF TILT-UP PANELS FOR UFTING 
STRESSES AND SHALL PROVlDE UFllNG INSERTS AND ANY ADDITIONAL 
RDNFORMNG S l E R  REWIRED FOR UFTING PANELS INTO PLACE. THE 
FABRICATOR'S ENGINEER SHALL SIGN AND SEAL A U SHOP DRAMNGS FOR THE 
TILT-UP PANELS AN0 URlNG DESIGN DRAWINGS. 

6. 	CONCRETE PANELS SHALL NOT BE UFED UNTIL M E  TILT-UP PANELS HAVE 
ATlAINR) A MINIMUM STRENGTH AS DETERMINED BY THE UFT MSlGN PROFESSIONAL 
AND A MINIMUM w 72 HWRS CURING FROM ME nME OF CONCRETE PWR. MAKE 
X)B CURED CWNDERS AT M E  CONTRACTORS'S EXPENSE TO MRlPl LIFTING STRENGTH. 

7. 	 TILT-UP PANELS S H U  BE UFlED AND SUPPORTEU DURING MANUFACNRING. 
STOCKRUNG. TRANSPORTATION, AND ERECTION OPERATIONS ONLY AT THE 
UFTING OR SUPFORT POINTS. OR BOTH AND ONLY MTH M E  UFTING OMCE5 
EMBEDED IN M E  MEMBERS BY THE FABRICATOR. 

8. 	 THE FABRICATOR, ERECTOR AND GENERAL CONTRACTOR OF THE TILT-UP PANELS 
SHALL NOT U O W  ANY VMlWLAR TRAFFIC ON CERTIFIED PAD OR SLAB - SEE NOTE 
ON FDN. PLAN. ANY CRACKING OR DAMAGE TO THE FLOORS CAUSED BY ERECTION 
EWIPMENT, CONCRETE TRUCKS, ETC. WILL REWIRE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF 
THE DAMAGED OR CRAWW AREAS AT NO ADMTlONAL COST TO THE OWNER. 
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Figure 8.1 
Welding larger 

splices 

This should be done as soon as possible after the panels have been erected to 
prevent settlement of the footing and to reduce shrinkage cracks at the lower I 

corners of the panels (due to the panel shrinking between constraining setting 
pads). II 

The space beneath the panel is usually 1-112"(38 mm), and should be filled solidly 
I with grout for full bearing under the full length of the panel. Use a low-slump grout i 

mix. This can be placed from the chute of a ready-mix truck as it circles the building. 
A vibrator is recommended to assure good penetration under the panel. Complete 
penetration of the grout is evidenced by the grout emerging from the opposite side CI 
of the panel. For an illustration of this operation, see Figure 8.2. 

i 
Placethe ClosureStriu rk 
The closure strip of concrete ties the panel to the floor slab. First backfill the space 
with sand or compacted fill soil. Place strips of building paper over thejoints 
between panels to prevent dirt and concrete from oozing through. If the depth of 
the backfill is more than a few feet the dowels proiectina from the oanel should be . -
tack welded to those extending from the floor slab into ;he closure'strip. This will 
prevent the wall from pushing out from the pressure exerted by the backfill. Then 
place the concrete. The Closure strip Should be finished and cured the same as the 
floor slab, and crack control joints ~hould be sawed to match those in the floor. See 
Figure 8.3. 



CONNECllONS AND FINISHINGTOUCHES 

F w  8.3 
Clmrre N i p  
awaiting baddill 
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THE Ti~r-UPDEYGN MANUILAND C O N ~ ~ ! U C ~ O N  	 ATTACHMENT c 
PAGE 4 OF 4 

It is important to compact the backfill. Loosely placed backtill can cause the slab to 
crack, particularly at doors subject to forklift traffic. 

At door openings, the closure strip is slightly depressed at the opening so 
water will drain. 

Figure 8.4 
Comete plaQmem 
at interior mlunms 

At this time also pour interior column blockouts. See Figure 8.3. 

Removing Formliners 
Plastic formliners can usually be easily removed by prying them loose. They Should 
have been sprayed with bond breaker to facilitate this. Foam plastic formliners can 
also be pried off but often require water blasting to completely remove them. See 
Figure 8.5. 

emove the Temporary Braces 
This should only be done after the roof structure and floors have been connected to 
the wall so that the permanent lateral bracing system is operational. 
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